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FY 2016 Proposed Budget 
Budget Work Session Follow-up 

 
March 27, 2015 

 
The following information is provided in response to questions raised by multiple County board members on February 26, 
2015, regarding details of the Circuit Court Judiciary’s budget request for FY 2016. 
 
1. Provide details of the Circuit Court Judiciary’s budget request. 
 

In FY 2013, the Arlington County Circuit Court with the assistance of the Virginia Supreme Court, Office of the 
Executive Secretary embarked upon a four-phase, comprehensive court improvement plan to become a “High 
Performance Court.” The High Performance Court Framework incorporates (1) internal and external perspectives via a 
system of balanced objective measurements to assess performance; (2) managerial skills applying performance data to 
improve the use of organizational, human, technological, and information capital; and (3) communication of activities and 
results so as to sustain public support and foster constructive intergovernmental relations.  Among the most relevant 
system of trial court performance measures for a court like ours are the CourTools, which were developed by the National 
Center for State Courts (NSCS) and adopted by the Virginia General Assembly. 

In the past two years, the court has integrated and implemented performance improvements, as recommended, into its 
ongoing operations.  The steps include: focusing on key administrative principles that clarify high performance, 
understanding how a court’s managerial culture can promote common goals and collegial cooperation, developing the 
capacity to measure performance, and learning to use the results for procedural refinements and communication with a 
variety of stakeholders.  

The Court improvement plan concentrates on core responsibilities that include: 

 All citizens must have access to justice. 

 Cases must be processed and disposed of fairly and expeditiously. 

 Comprehensive data on filings, caseloads, case processing standards and goals, and expenditures must be 

collected and made readily available. 

 Judges and non-judicial personnel must be courteous, knowledgeable, well-trained, and responsive. 
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 The Court must be candid in assessing and reporting on its own performance and utilize credible accountability 

tools by which performance can be measured, such as the CourTools: Trial Court Performance Standards, 

adoption of audit procedures, and use of outside auditors. 

 Staff retention and training must be reviewed to ensure that salaries and benefits are competitive in the market and 

that those working in the Court have the best knowledge, skills, and abilities. 

 Citizens must have an opportunity to air opinions regarding the operation of the courts, and the court system must 

be responsive to constructive criticism and suggestions and must implement processes for continuous self-

assessment and improvement. 

 Modern technological innovations must be fully utilized. 

The Court improvement plan consists of four phases: I) Caseflow Management Analysis and Data Integrity, II) 
Calendar & Docket Management Analysis, III) High Performance Court Analysis (Court Performance and Judicial 
Workload), and IV) Strategic Management Analysis. 

 
The Court’s progress is measured by using the ten performance measures, known as CourTools.  The measures are 

access and fairness, clearance rates, time to disposition, age of active pending caseload, trial date certainty, reliability and 
integrity of case files, collection of monetary penalties, effective use of jurors, court employee satisfaction, and cost per 
case. 

In order to realize this mandatory goal, the Court has identified a list of priorities for the FY 2016 / FY 2017 budget 
cycles which were explained in greater detail in a previously submitted memorandum. The Court listed its priorities 
according to the strategic plan set forth by the Chief Justice of the Virginia Supreme Court and the High Performance 
Court guidelines and performance measures.  The court expressed significant needs for funding to (1) prepare for 
forecasted trends, (2) increase staffing, (3) education, training, and legal resources, (4) technology, (5) establish and 
sustain a problem solving court (i.e., drug court), and (6) community outreach. 

 
The Court fully appreciates the County’s budgetary constraints and in deference to that concern have met with the 

County Manager and DMF to express our dire needs prior to the scheduled work session.  Listed below are the top three 
priorities in FY2016 for which the Court needs to continue to be successful and make progress under the necessary 
mandates and improvement plan. 
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Priorities Funding Requested 

Arlington County Drug Court Program $306,000 (2.5 FTEs, 1 County Vehicle, 
Training, Supplies) 

Staffing $113,882 (1.5 FTEs) 

Office Supplies Additional funding requested: $16,400   
(for a total of $17,000) 
 
Breakdown: 
FY 2016 base budget         $1,600 
Basic supplies increase      $6,400 
Additional Funding for  
Xerox Copier Lease            $5,000 
Additional Funding for  
Jurors Supplies                   $4,000 
Total:                                 $17,000 

 
 

As you are aware, the County Manager has included a $250,000 one-time contingent in non-departmental for the 
Board to fund additional budget requests in the Drug Court.   Problem solving courts (more accurately, problem-solving 
dockets) are specialized dockets (case schedules) that seek to address a variety of problems, from systematic concerns 
such as increases in criminal caseloads, growing jail and prison populations, and decreasing public confidence in justice 
to individual level problems like drug addiction, mental health issues, and domestic violence.  Problem-solving dockets are 
collaborative efforts in which the court partners with prosecutors, defense counsel, law enforcement, and various service 
and treatment agencies.  Problem-solving dockets have often demonstrated higher rates of success than traditional 
adjudication and incarceration in breaking costly cycles of behavior that keep some individuals engaged with the criminal 
justice system. 
 

Drug treatment court dockets are the most common type of problem-solving dockets.  The Arlington Circuit Court 
implemented a drug treatment court docket in April of 2013.  Currently, all funding for the drug treatment court is provided 
by a grant.  This funding pays for a full-time drug court administrator, while all other drug court staff donate services in-
kind.  Realistically, the Arlington County Drug Court Program (ACDCP) cannot expect to grow and continue indefinitely 
with grant funding alone.  Successful drug court dockets rely upon a diverse portfolio of funding sources, including local, 
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FY2011 FY 2011

Under / 

(Over) FY 2012 FY 2012

Under / 

(Over) FY 2013 FY 2013

Under / 

(Over) FY 2014 FY 2014

Under / 

(Over) FY 2015 

FY 2016 

Proposed

CCT Total Budget Budget Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget Budget * Actuals Budget Budget Budget

Personnel 363,208     387,170     (23,962)     375,497     383,232     (7,735)    398,481     448,415   (49,934)   478,087       532,771     (54,684)    552,905     579,215      

Operating 51,572       50,693       879             51,572       37,943       13,629   31,572       40,272     (8,700)     31,572          46,799       (15,227)    71,979       56,729        

Total 414,780     437,862     (23,082)     427,069     421,175     5,894     430,053     488,687   (58,634)   509,659       579,570     (69,911)    624,884     635,944      

* The FY 2014 Budget has been adjusted for unspent drug court grant funds, which carried over into the subsequent fiscal years. The grant funds were unspent due to receiving the 

grant later in the fiscal year and the program just beginning.

state and federal funds.  With county funding, the ACDCP could increase program capacity and be better positioned for 
larger annual federal grant opportunities.  

 
Chambers is also requesting that the County Board review its requests for additional staff and its office supplies 

budget which was only allocated $1,600 for the fiscal year.  Detailed explanations for these two requests are explained in 
the subsequent questions. 

 
Below is a table detailing historical budget to actuals for the Circuit Court Judiciary and historical overtime 

spending. This data illustrates the demands the Circuit Court has been meeting with limited resources.    
 
 

 
History of Budget to Actuals for Circuit Court Judiciary 
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2. How does staffing for Arlington County Circuit Court Judges compare with other Circuit Courts in Virginia? 
 

In many circuit courts, each judge will have the services of 1.5 locally-funded administrative staff persons and a law 
clerk.  Currently, each judge in Arlington has the assistance of 0.8 locally funded administrative staff and a law clerk.  With 
the addition of 1.5 positions requested in this budget, Arlington would be at 1.3 locally funded administrative staff positions 
per judge, which is below the range of our counterpart courts. 

   
The Court seeks to add a part-time (.5) administrative position to create a 1.0 FTE (.5 staffing increase) and to create an 
additional 1.0 FTE administrative position. The two positions will perform the day-to-day duties to continue the 
improvements we have been implementing over the last two years as well as: setting, reviewing and updating all civil and 
criminal case calendars (docketing), updating all post-court database entries, verifying that all court entries for weighted 
caseload measurements are without errors, responding to criminal justice agencies, managing vendor requests, creating 
court orders and other judicial correspondence, assisting the Court Manager by reviewing monthly reports, writing grant 
and scholarship applications, and a myriad of administrative and budgetary support duties as needed.  

 
It is important to understand the business operations and competencies organized in Judicial Chambers are not a 

duplication of functions in the Clerk’s Office.  Judicial administration, docket management, and calendar management are 
the operational responsibilities of the bench. 

 
 
 

 

FYTD 15 FY14 FY13 FY12 FY11

Overtime Budget -$         -$         -$        -$      -$      

Overtime Actuals 24,704      33,014      16,674$   5,804$  4,983$  

Note: Overtime is primarily charged by two FTEs

Historical Overtime Expense
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3. How does the caseload volume of 2,700 cases per judge, as mentioned by the Circuit Court judges, compare 
to other courts or judges? 

 
On average, other Circuit Court judges around the Commonwealth have approximately 1,900 cases.  There are 

jurisdictions which have higher per judge caseloads than this or than we do, but they have either experienced an increase 
in filings or are in a judge deficit as we were when a number of judges retired in 2011 and 2012. 

 
4. How do other Courts with comparative populations maintain a low case load? What are the strategies and do 

these strategies help save them money? 
 

Courts, in general, cannot control the number of criminal and civil cases filed in its jurisdiction.  Case filings 
(numbers) are dependent upon the crimes committed and the choice to prosecute on the criminal side.  On the civil side, 
case filings (numbers) are driven by jurisdictional considerations for domestic relations and some civil law cases, and/or 
whether Arlington is considered by self-represented litigants or attorneys to be a desirable court in which to file.  There are 
cases where a choice of courts is permissible. 

 
Courts do not control case filings and the bench is using all the metrics and performance measures provided in 

the previously submitted memorandum to keep pace with the filings through efficient and productive adjudication 
strategies, which keeps the dockets balanced. However, the manner in which courts handle those filings and the dockets 
can directly impact overall satisfaction with the courts and the efficiency in managing those dockets.  It is critical to keep 
Arlington a desirable court to file civil cases for its citizens and businesses.  It is also important to have a local court ready 
and able to handle local disputes and resolve matters for those who live, work and open businesses in Arlington and the 
City of Falls Church.   

 
Courts must be staffed in ways to effectively manage caseloads to ensure that cases are not continued for lack of 

judges or other docket conflicts. Continuances and delays in court appearances cost litigants money in attorney time, 
expert witness fees, and putting off resolution of the matter is costly in itself.  The budget requests we are making tie 
directly into this case management and are how other courts ensure that the per judge caseloads, even if they exceed the 
state average, do not negatively impact the litigants and their cases. 

 
We are implementing the high performing court protocols that we’ve outlined in detail in our submission to the 

County Manager, because these are evidence-based techniques for ensuring that our goal to serve the public is achieved.  
The modest personnel request made in our budget is intended to implement these protocols.  The only way to reduce the 
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per judge caseload is to have more judges.  The best way to guarantee increasing the number of judges is to ensure, with 
the additional personnel, that our case statistics are accurately reported to the Supreme Court and the General Assembly. 

 
We fully appreciate the County’s budgetary constraints and in deference to that concern we have limited our 

request for personnel to the absolute minimum necessary of meet the Virginia Supreme Court’s requirements and to keep 
up with our increasing caseloads.  Before asking for additional personnel, we have done our best to utilize unpaid interns 
and other volunteers to alleviate the increasing workload of staff and to save the County overtime dollars.  However, the 
use of temporaries or interns in the long term is not efficient because it still requires significant staff oversight and 
management and leads to inconsistencies in workload management. 

 
5. Additional budget request – office supplies 
 

Chambers is also requesting that the County Board review its office supplies budget which was only allocated 
$1,600 for the fiscal year.  Last year, the Chief Judge met with the County Manager to express Chambers’ need to 
maintain basic business necessities.  The court identified the office supplies category as an on-going need and was 
granted a one-time budget of $9,100. In addition to the requirements for basic supplies for a year, the court must pay 
monthly leasing fees on its copier (approximately $5,000 per year) and provide supplies to jurors (approximately $4,000 
per year). However, the one-time budget allocation of $9,100 from last year’s discussion does not continue into the 
Proposed FY 2016 Budget.   The table below shows budget to actuals for office supplies historically. Each year Chambers 
has overspent its office supplies budget, demonstrating that the budget is and has been inadequate. Chambers is 
requesting the Board increase this budget item to a dollar amount of $17,000 per year which will allow the court to operate 
without overspending. This is meant to be an ongoing budget item, not a one-time budget request.  

 
The annual office supplies (only) budget in the Circuit Court Judiciary is $1,600 per year. The following table shows 

actual expenditures going back to 2008. 
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Fiscal Years Total Spending 

2008 $7,833 

2009 $8,123 

2010 $5,813 

2011 $10,957 

2012 $7,523 

2013 $10,228 

2014 $10,321 

 

 
6. During calendar year 2014, the Court saw an overall increase in new case filings of 65 percent, for a total of 

9,028 new filings and 6,523 cases adjudicated by the Court.   What were the main reasons for this jump, does 
it appear to be continuing for CY 2015 and where is this metric/performance measure referenced in the budget 
documents? (For metrics refer to book page 155 and web 235 and 239). 

 
As mentioned in response to question #4, Courts do not and cannot control the volume of litigation filed from year-to-

year.  New filings are the result of criminal, civil, and family matters presented to the court for adjudication.  However, it 
appears that there is an overall increase in case filings across Virginia and was anticipated as a long term trend in 2009 
by the Virginia Supreme Court (see http://www.courts.state.va.us/courtadmin/aoc/judpln/reports/2009_strat_plan.pdf ).  In 
terms of predicting whether this trend will continue, we can also point to individual court data reports that show the 
number of case filings for the Arlington Circuit Court has increased each year for the last three years. 
 
As a point of clarification, the 6,523 cases adjudicated are representative of jury and non-jury case dispositions – that is 
there were trials or hearings that resolved these matters.  In CY 2014 total adjudicated cases saw a 1% decrease 
compared to the prior year, however, the Court resolved 2,000 cases administratively, which means without a 
hearing.   Nonetheless, administrative adjudications still require staff and judicial review, updates, investigation and 
evaluation before the decision can be rendered by the judge.   In addition, In CY 2014, the Circuit Court had five capital 
murder cases (felony) on its docket. Capital cases involve the harshest judgment that can be handed down and thus 
require significant time and resources of the Court. The Court closed three of the five capital cases in CY 2014. 
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All cases filed with the Court are subject to the time standards imposed by the Virginia Supreme Court – this 
requires 90-98% of filings be adjudicated within 365 days.  In addition, staff and the judges are also working on the Court 
Improvement Plan which requires that we give docket priorities to aged litigation (cases that have exceeded the time 
standards for whatever reason) and keep pace with current litigation.   
 

In conclusion, the Court is under constant time constraints pursuant to the United States Constitution, the Virginia 
Constitution, the Code of Virginia, or the Rules of the Virginia Supreme Court, in addition to the demands for maintaining 
best practices.  These constraints are not conditioned upon any particular budgetary processes.  They are required by 
law.  The goal of the Court is always, “To provide an independent, accessible, responsive forum for the just resolution of 
disputes in order to preserve the rule of law and to protect all rights and liberties guaranteed by the United States and 
Virginia constitutions.”  Mission Statement of the Virginia Supreme Court. 
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